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The Magickal Child in crystal land.

HAPPY EASTER! May this time of new growth and
opportunities bring expanded awareness of the Magick
emerging in our world.
Join us, in 2018, by signing up for the Personal
Growth package. This has proven to be one of the
most popular offerings that St. Germain has given.
People are excited about the changes in their lives and
express joyful anticipation for the future. Changes on
all levels are bringing a whole new lease on life as we
evolve into New Humans. This year St. Germain’s
Teachings, which are a part of the Personal Growth
Package, will focus on how the Virtues can actually
help in creating a healthier, happier, richer life.

Click here for 2018 Personal Growth Package Details

Dorian tells Autumn to pat the crystal.

Rainbow Center News
Spring Intensive
St. Germain will be offering an Intensive “Living the
Virtues Brings an Elegant and Powerful Life”. May 25,
26, 27, 2018. St. Germain will continue the theme for
this year of how the Virtues enhance and bring new
magick into our daily lives and affairs to enrich our
growth and allow us to discover much more about
how the inner world and the outer world are blending.
There are many worlds and the Illusion has prevented
these worlds from being known to one another. The
fear of other people who are different, has simply
been expanded to a fear of any and all things that
seem different. This has held humanity in a form of
stasis which is now beginning to melt away in the Love
that is returning to the Earth. Not the conditional love
of only caring for or attending to those that we know,
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but the Love without a condition that allows us to
receive great benefits from interdependence with all of
humanity.
This Intensive will be held here in the beautiful
mountains of central, western Wyoming, not too far
from Table Mountain, WY which is one of St.
Germain’s special places in the world. This area is
filled with sacred vortexes and is a wonderful place to
feel the magik, both ancient and now. We invite you
to join us in this amazing opportunity to remember the
magik and rediscover yourself.

We invite you to join us in person. Call or email
Molly for more information.

Our new family of Dragons. There is one for each
element.

St. Germain brings the Virtues for this month by
talking about “The Nobility of Your Mastery”.
Nobility in the World is a show of rank. Nobility in
spirit is the quiet, powerful acceptance of who and
what we are and living that Wisdom in every creation
and action that we make. “I AM a Master” is not
information tossed out to impress others. This
awareness is the foundation of how the life is lived.
Mastery is not a cloak that is put on for special
occasions and then put into the closet until it is needed
again. Mastery is the whole Self, within and without, all
of one piece, which is who you present to the World
all of the time. Your Mastery is who you are! Our
April Teaching will be April 11 at 7 pm MDT.

CDs and mp3s will be available.
The call-in for the Teaching is on the second
Wednesday evening of each month at 7 pm MT.
The April group is “All of the Beings of Earth Are
One”. The arrogance of the Illusion has focused
heavily on separation, differences and
superiorities/inferiorities. Examining just how heavy
the weight of judgments about better than/worse than
feels can being the journey to releasing old measures
and appreciating that differences are what makes each
being beautiful, important and special. Spirit does not
look for good and bad, right and wrong or who is
better. Spirit enjoys the diversity and uniqueness of all
of God’s creation. There would not be so many angry
people if they could realize that they are one of a kind,
rather than inferior goods measured against others
who are also different. The group will be April 15,
2018 at 2 pm MDT.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2018 Groups

Our call-ins for the Q&A are on the fourth
Wednesday evening each month at 7 pm MST.
The call-ins allow you to join in to hear the teaching
and ask questions at the Q&A.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $25 to call in one time or $40 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
Click Here for 2018 Teachings with the Master
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Alter for the Full Moon/Blue Moon on March 31

Will you allow it to strengthens your resolve or
overwhelm you? It is a Master’s choice.

ASTROLOGY

Since March 22 Mercury has been retrograde and on
April 17th it stations and turns direct. As Mercury turns
direct it cojoins Chiron in the last degree of Pisces and
moves into Aries on April 17. This conjunction allows
us to move forward with new realization that our
wounds can be healed and we were never victims to be
held back by our pain. Chiron, the Wounded Healer,
opens our heart and connects us to deeper levels of
our own compassion and tenderness. This brings a
whole new essence to the Warrior as Chiron passes
through the sign of the Warrior, Aries. The Spiritual
Warrior is not a fighter, but seeks to sustain the
Virtues of our Mastery.

NEW MOON IN ARIES – APRIL 15-16
This New Moon is about moving our dreams into
manifestation. We have had time to dream while Full
Moon was in Virgo and Sun in Pisces, while the New
Moon, just past, was in Pisces, inspiring and
encouraging those dreams. The Full Moon in Libra
called for unity and creating together. This New Moon
brings the energy to open the seeds of new creation
within us and motivate the action to advance. This is
the first New Moon of the astrological New Year and it
cojoins Uranus, which brings about revolution,
freedom and sudden changes.
As the Full Moon the end of March brought about
unified demonstrations all over the United States, as
youth turned out to protest gun violence. The Aries
Sun can be the aggressor, but Moon in Libra calls for
peaceful changes. The Moon was actually in the sign
of Gemini, President Trump’s Sun sign on March 24th
when the demonstrations first took place. The fact that
the Moon was in trine to the placement of the Full
Moon on March 31st brought powerful new ideas and
the motivation to continue to take action to achieve
specific goals.
This New Moon in Aries conjunct Uranus, continues
to encourage us to break out of confining self-concepts
and the power to liberate our individual genius to
ignite the collective brilliance to whole new levels of
inspiration. As the stay of Uranus in Aries ends we get
a final jolt of awakening to bring us to alignment with
all that we are potentially capable of. As Uranus moves
into Taurus on May 15, we are challenged to move
through our fears and take the risk of going after what
we want. While the Sun in Aries is exalted and
strengthens our desire and will, Uranus influence on
this New Moon suggests that we would be well served
to surrender the preferences of our EGO and flow
with the changes that are bringing the unexpected.
Eris, the Goddess of Discord is adding extra energy of
chaos at this New Moon. Uranus and Eris have been
traveling together since 2016 and are bracketing this
New Moon to catalyze this conjunction. There is an
out of sign stellium including Neptune, Juno Chiron in
Pisces, Mercury, Eris, Moon, Sun and Uranus in
Aries. This intensely powerful stellium operates much
like a freight train moving the intensity of our psychic,
intuitive energies into the daily operation of our lives.

Mars, the ruler of Aires, is in the sign of Capricorn,
the sign of its exaltation. Mars in the earthy sign of
Capricorn brings the focus, discipline and persistence
to harness Aries fiery nature and take our creative
desires to a new level of manifestation. This can show
us the energetic key to owning the authorship of our
lives, while releasing control. Mars sit between Saturn
and Pluto. Vesta is also a part of this formidable
lineup in Capricorn, which suggests that this New
Moon is not only a time of powerful new beginnings
but can bring things that have been hanging to
completion. The intense Saturnian influence at the
New Moon advises us to set aside impulse and
impatience and op for long-term consideration of
where we desire our dreams to take us. What might
seem to be immediate gratification, can collapse
without the proper foundations laid in advance.
Jupiter in Scorpio sextiles the Mars-Pluto conjunction
and is approaching its second trine with Neptune in
Pisces. The Jupiter-Neptune flow of invisible positive
forces ad the powerful influence of Saturn on our
imagination are reflected in the opening to
understanding how to use our creative energies in a
clearer and more positive way. First, it is vital to define
what the goal is and then to allow spirit to assist us on
bringing the most positive outcome. The mind tends
to want to select what appears to be the best result, but
often the mental perspective is either skewed or
limited.
This New Moon is yet another step forward into the
ongoing evolution of spiritual connectedness in our
human affairs.
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to touch those place within us that we have protected
against invasion or involvement. This is not a
comfortable Full Moon because we are being exposed
to the raw emotions that disturb us, so that we may
remember how to channel the energy in positive and
intimate ways. We may feel vulnerable and
emotionally on edge. As enlightenment dawns in these
hidden places, powerful truths and unrevealed desires
are surfacing to help us integrate the new
understanding and memories of Ancient times to
rediscover the mysteries and Magick that are being
returned to the Earth now.

FULL MOON IN SCORPIO – April 29-30
As the New Moon in Aries presented us with the
element of fire and the Sun’s movement through this
fiery sign is powerful, this Full Moon in Scorpio
intensifies the fire qualities set in motion by Aries.
Even though Scorpio is a water sign. The planet Pluto,
ruler of the Underworld and co-ruler of Scorpio along
with Mars bring a fiery quality to this sign associated
with transformation.
Taurus is the Earth Mother that brings us new
abundance. Scorpio, the Dark Mother, clears away the
things that no longer serve us. There has, throughout
time, developed a fear of loss entangled with the
transformational process. Humans do not let go easily,
nor do they embrace change in their own lives. If
change does occur it should happen elsewhere. Yet
without change there would be no movement and
without endings there would be no room for
beginnings. The movement in the Heavens now is
showing us how to navigate through what has been
considered fearful to discover all of the amazing gifts
that await humanity right here/right NOW.
Scorpio rules the subconscious, and this Full Moon
opens and accesses the deep inner workings that assist
us to connect to and utilize our spiritual element.
Spirit is seeking to embrace all that we are in new
aspects of personal unfoldment. The etheric heartopening is triggering changes in the physical heart that
allow us more compassion and gentleness than we
have been given in life times of Illusion. This brings us

The Full Moon is moving toward a conjunction with
Jupiter which amplifies all of the feelings and offers us
a full emotional range. The important shift is for us to
Love ourselves, both dark and light. Acceptance is not
resignation or indulgence. Acceptance helps us to set
aside judgment, which clouds the vision of where we
desire to go and what we would most enjoy creating in
our lives now. The Scorpio Full Moon conjunct
Jupiter, can activate, for many, what is meta-physically
called “The Night Journey”. This is an initiation that
can be completely transformational. It is the entrance
into the internal realms of Spirit that exists in each and
everyone on Earth. The EGO-mind can deny the
possibility or claim that this isn’t real. The denial or
dismissal does not prevent the initiation when it is
time, but the resistance can delay the self-discoveries
that are necessary in these changing times. “The Night
Journey” takes the sub-conscious mind into the inner
darkness. There, the opportunity to find the hidden
treasures that exist within self is given. “The Night
Journey” is optional, only in how the initiate responds.
For some it may come in the form of a dream. For
others it may take the form of feeling as though a trip
is being taken into the realms of the inner life. Drugs
only deter the outcome. Distorting spiritual quests
doesn’t stop the process but can lead to nightmares
instead of sweet dreams.
Further increasing the intensity, The Full Moon
squares the lunar nodes, forming a fixed grand square
the highlights our attachments and karmic patterns.
The sun’s square to the nodal axis indicates a Moon
Wobble, yet another signifier of the volatility of this
lunation. Moon Wobble occur when the Sun is
conjunct or square to the nodes, and are synced with
the eclipse cycle, carrying similar emotional charge.
People tend to be more volatile and reactive than
usual. As we navigate Scorpio’s depths the Leo North
Nodes suggest that we keep a lighthearted attitude and
steer clear of the drama. Ceres co-joins the North
Node, which can help us to heal our mother wounds
by nurturing and loving the inner child.
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Mars and Pluto, the co-rulers of Scorpio, are conjunct
in Capricorn—the sign of mars exaltation. Mars
disposits not only the Moon and Jupiter in Scorpio,
but five planets in Aries, with Chiron in the first
degree and Uranus in the last degree. These aspects
tell us that even though the energies of this Full Moon
can bring discomfort there is still powerful potential
for moving in positive and productive directions.
Saturn is strong in its home position and forms a
harmonious trine to the Sun and sextile the Moon,
assisting us to stay balanced and clear about our
priorities.

When you look for beauty where you are, you will
find it. When you look for truth within, you will find
it. When you look for Love where ever you are, Love
finds you. – St. Germain
Find your place, take your stand. Bring more of your
Light of Being into your world and into the world
around you. You are ready, more ready than you
realize. You are ready to more actively participate in
the Great Work and in the grander plan of planetary
healing. - Lazaris

Neptune in Pisces is also a supportive influence at this
Full Moon. Its trine to the Moon and Jupiter bring
softening energies to balance the Martian drive. The
ongoing trine between Neptune and Jupiter heightens
our sensitivity to the unseen and provides
opportunities for us evolve spiritually to higher levels
of awareness. The higher potential of this
Neptune/Jupiter trine is especially present now as this
is the Wesak Full Moon, when Buddha returns to the
Earth with a blessing for humanity. In the midst of the
intense heart-opening that we are experiencing we are
especially receptive to the influx of healing and
enlightenment. Use these supportive energies to lift
your spirits and open your consciousness to MORE.
Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com

Dorian’s new chlorite cluster of green phantoms. All
of the crystals in this cluster are double terminated.
ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

QUOTES FOR THE MONTH from St. Germain
Bring your life, the whole of your life, to the alter of
the Violet Flame within. Surrender the control of
lifetimes and experience the power of living real and
living free. We will assist you as you are willing.
NOW is the time. – St. Germain
HOW DOES IT FEEL TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE? This is not something to think
about, but to allow yourself to experience the essence
of wealth that the Universe is providing right now.
The question is not, “How do I get it or how do I do
it? But will I allow it?” - St. Germain
Love is honest. It offers uplifting advice and
supportive examples. Love lives what it says. The
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cutting judgments of the old order have been
subliminally destructive, rather encouragement for
character building. The Illusion tends to speak out of
both sides of its mouth: One side says how important
our children are, while the other side denies teachers
enough money to continue teaching, eliminates
funding for books, technology and the arts, refuses to
provide adequate food, so that many children go to
bed hungry every night and have no idea that they are
important to anyone. Politicians may say that they are
making the country better, but how can an
impoverished, hungry, ill-educated populace have the
desire or the energy to make life better. Especially,
when many live in daily fear of being taken from their
homes and sent to countries that they have never seen.
For lifetimes humanity has jostled for position in order
to feel valuable, worthy, in an attempt to prove that
their life was good enough to be noted in the overall
scheme of things. Those who have obtained positions
of power took that as an indication that they were
superior and therefore no longer had to see what
others were experiencing. These “chosen ones” could
insulate themselves from the people who “have not”
and turn their face away from the suffering. The EGO
mind has impressed the psyche of humanity with
avoidance, distancing and the fear of contamination
from those who look, act and believe differently.
Science has proven many wonderful facts of nature
and then used those facts to prove that some people
are just naturally superior. Religions, political systems,
institutions of “higher” learning have taught that there
are selective differences that support superiority.
All of humanity is beginning to sense changes within
themselves and those changes are making great
differences in all stratums of society. The movie
industry in Hollywood has chosen to focus on crime,
violence and the horror of the human condition
without the consideration of positive options. The
primary theme for many years has simply been “kill
the bad guys”. Who are the bad guys? Truly, any child
who finds himself/herself in desperate situations of life
and death anywhere in the world. The child may be a
mature adult who never knew anything but fighting to
survive. The Old Order has just looked the other way,
muttering under its breath, “It’s not my problem”.
All of the children belong to the world. All of the
people deserve to be treated well. Every Soul is
valuable to GOD. The most precious resources the
Earth has are the beautiful, brilliant minds of the
children that are now emerging to lead the planet in
positive new directions. WHEN YOU TURN YOUR
BACK ON ANYONE, PART OF YOU FEELS

ABANDONED. The Old Order has wanted to step
in and make everyone conform to a prescribed way of
living. This denies Free Will and creative choice. The
assumption has been that people need to be
controlled. Who in the world has the right to
dominate the choices of others?
THE ego mind operates on the premise of either/or.
People are either controlled or ignored. It takes great
courage to look within self and find the Love that
abides there in order to RISE UP and live who you
would Love to be. Many children are now being lifted
up by the adults who are awakening Souls that are
remembering who they are. There are more
enlightened beings on Earth than ever before, but
enlightenment is not just another good reason to be
superior. Enlightenment shines the spotlight of the
Spirit on the beautiful path of growth and awareness
within. As the discovery of the wonder of self is made
the blindness to the goodness of others falls away.
SPIRITUAL EVOLTION BEGINS WITHIN SELF
AND CLARIFIES THE VISION OF THE NEW
EARTH’S EMERGENCE. The New Vision isn’t
looking through the distorted lens of the past. The
New Vision is thrilled with the unlimited potentials
that are showing up everywhere. Those who would
cling to the belief that there is not enough for everyone
will continue for a while to attempt to operate under
the same old illusions that have denied so many
wonderful, creative beings throughout time. The idea
that Mediocrity is the measure of many while only a
few have a chance is dying with the dusty, moldy ideas
of the past.. In the current time what is called “Your
fifteen minutes in the Sun” finds people scrambling
and squabbling to get noticed by others. THE MOST
IMPORTANT PERSON TO NOTICE YOU, IS
YOU! Until you take the time to connect with who
you are, what you feel (much more powerful than what
you think), and what you might contribute to the flow
of life if you are willing to change your perspective,
you can continue to believe that the opinions of others
are far more important in your life than you own
values and visions.
We have talked about how growth is the outcome of
change. It isn’t how you get what you want nearly so
much as it is that you get what you desire with grace.
The fight to be important “at any cost” is being
reflected in the gyrations on the public stage of those
who believe that notoriety is just as valuable as
integrity. Many are men still acting like testosterone
driven little boys and believing that no one sees that
the “Emperor has no clothes on”. The Godfather
mentality is passing with the old order as the Souls of
humanity are Rising Up to live what they feel, rather
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ducking into the shadows to hide from the
punishment of those with more power. MONEY IS
ENERGY. It is the symbol of the flow of the creative
essence of God. ENERGY is neutral. It is what each
individual chooses to create that determines whether
the energy is helpful or destructive.
WE SEE THE WORLD’S EVOLUTION AND
WE REJOICE. SO MANY ARE CHOOSING TO
MAKE THEIR STATEMENTS IN QUIET
DETERMINATION, RATHER THAN RAGING
AGAINST THE OLD WAYS. Violence is
momentarily intimidating. The quiet strength of faith
stands when the dust of war has blown away.
The Master Joan Biaz wrote in one of her recent
songs, “One man’s hate becomes our country’s
shame.” But the hate of one is becoming the
revelation of many to have smoldered in unspoken
rage against any and all that are different. BELOVED
MASTERS, TO HATE ANYTHING OUTSIDE
OF YOU IS TO HATE SELF. WHAT IS
OUTSIDE IS ONLY REFLECTIONS OF WHAT
IS WITHIN.

PEDESTAL, BUT BECAUSE THE ENEGETIC
FLOW OF YOUR LIFE IIMBUES THE LIFE
FORCE OF THE WORLD. YOU ARE
IMPORTANT. ALL ARE IMPORTANT. LIVE
THE LOVE AS TRULY AND CLEARLY AS YOU
CAN IN THIS MOMENT AND THE NEXT
MOMENT WILL BE THAT MUCH MORE
POWERFUL.
In the greatest of Love We are with every step of the
way. If you feel doubt, it isn’t because you have failed,
but because the EGO fears your strength, Love and
courage. We seek to serve you as you are willing to
allow the assistance of Spirit. I AM the Lord St.
Germain

ADS

To think about the changes that you would like to see
and then hope that someone else will make them is
just another way of resisting change. To feel those
changes happening in you brings the new Earth into
being. Every change that you are willing to allow for
yourself in your own life is another step toward
civilization being civilized. The changes occur, not
because people act as if, but because they really live
what they ae calling into their lives NOW.
When you look into your own heart and recognize
that hate is a disease that is eating humanity up from
the inside out, cancer will begin to diminish. When
you dare to feel rather than closing your heart in fear,
heart disease will begin to lessen in both men and
women. When your life is more important than
“getting there” (whatever that means) or measuring up
to things that can fall apart in a moment, strokes,
aneurisms and pressure related diseases will begin to
fade away.

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 307 438-6203.

YOU ARE THE ANSWER! YOU ARE THE
SOLUTION! IT ISN’T SOMETHING OR
SOMEONE OUT THERE. IT IS YOUR OWN
WONDEROUS, DIVINE, AMAZING SELF
WITH THE WISDOM AND PURITY OF
PURPOSE THAT IS A GIFT OF LOVE, THAT
MAKES THE BIGGEST DIFFERENCE. WHO
YOU ARE INFLUENCES THE WORLD, NOT
BECAUSE YOU STAND ON A STAGE OR A
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In a world where there is often little laughter or when
it is there it can be derisive, Cynthia leads us to joyful,
heartfelt, soul-fulfilling laughter that touches places
within us that set us free.

(307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net

Relaxing ~ Centering ~ Smooth Energy
Allowing Transformational Magik

www.cynthiainfieldsoflaughter.com

Jessica Robinson is a massage therapist with training in
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Aroma-therapy
with doTERRA oils and Thai “Yoga” Massage.
Jessica’s business is Sacred Space Yoga and Massage
307 349-4986, www.mysoterra.com/sacredspace

Linda Lube is an amazing artist who creates textile
painting, as in the Gratitude painting above. She has
wonderful paintings and she paints shoes. I have a very
fun pair of shoes that she painted for my Hawaii trip.
Hand painted shoes, boots, purses, scarves and shawls
Fabric message scrolls (wall hangings) cotton or silk
Email Linda and she can email examples

Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.

You can reach her at www.lindalube.com,
lindalube@gmail.com or 828 777-8540.

You can contact her at:
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KAREN SINGER PHOTOGRAPHY

“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail or 307-335-8113.
Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.
Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist, who does reiki,
Bio-Genesis tools, Crystal layouts and other
modalities. You can reach her for massage
appointments at 307 349-2120.
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